Madam/Sir,

As per the instruction received from Ministry of Tourism, Govt. of India, IHM, Hajipur organised a cultural festival and food festival on cuisine of MIZORAM & TRIPURA titled as “GATEWAY TO NORTH EAST on 10th October 2018.

Famous & authentic food of both the states were prepared by the students & faculty of the Institute. All the students of 1st year, 2nd year, 3rd year as well as Diploma & HSRT students actively participated in organising the event.

Restaurant was decorated with bamboo sticks and banana leaves to create an ambience of Tripura & Mizoram. All the service team members were wearing traditional dress & Tripura & Mizoram to add value to the ambience. Student chefs prepared variety of dishes from Tripura & Mizoram, like – GUNTOK, CHAKHUI, BUTWI, AAFISH, MOSODEN WASUNG, AA KARAN, CHAUKHUI, WOOKHAN, WAR SERJAK, MOMOS, TOKHAN BAI, VAIPA OEN, VACHA OEN, VACHA RIF, CHOW CHOW NOODLES, KAN BAI, NAGHA KHAO SUI, RONGPU TAKEF, SINGZU, e.t.c and famous desserts like TIL PITHA, SANGGUM KHEER and verity of products from bakery.

S.D.O. Hajipur, Mr. Sandeep Priyadarshi was the chief guest of the function and food festival was inaugurated by him.

Students of IHM, Hajipur, also displayed the culture of Tripura & Mizoram and performed traditional dances of North East and attraction was traditional bamboo dance which was performed with perfection by the students. A power point presentation on food & culture of Tripura & Mizoram was also done on the occasion.

This event was also widely covered by local media and received.

IHM Hajipur will organise Jharkhand Food Festival under “EK BHARAT SHRESHTHA BHARAT” in the month of November, 2018, most probably on 14th November, 2018 which is foundation day of Jharkhand.

Regards,

Sitesh Srivastav
Principal
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